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‘CARNAVAL’  IN  CUENCA 

Dedicated to my wife, Belinda, on her birthday 

Clint Cactus:  Well, think about it, Sadie. You know that you are the only one in the world for me.  

                         And I will stick beside you through thick and thin.  

Act I: Shootout at Sadie’s Saloon 

We four Gringo retirees exited Café Don Pedro, owned by Peter, native of Massachusetts, and 

sprinted across the grand Avenida Solano to the opposite corner in front of the high-walled 

public school, Colegio de la Salle. Now, we competed with excited children for transportation to 

our destination, El Centro’s Hostal Macondo, to attend our weekly writers’ group. ‘Escritores of 

Cuenca’ is composed of English speaking North Americans and Europeans. 

“Blam! Blam!,” came the sound of water balloons tossed from windows of exhaust stained blue 

public buses, crowded with riders including children departing from the nearby “parada.” At the 

teeming school gate, foam string from aerosol spray cans decorated victims of attacking rascals, 

concentrated upon easily accessible head and shoulders.  

We quickly perceived that the adolescent follies signaled the start of ‘Carnaval,’ the annual 

fertility festival which precedes Lent, in the liturgy of the Catholic Church, comparable to Mardi 

Gras in New Orleans. From scheduled city tourist events to spontaneous neighborhood 

happenings, we expats are drawn into the flavor, sights and sounds of ‘Carnaval’ in our 

hometown of Cuenca, Ecuador. The school children get a two week vacation, enabling families 

to travel to favorite holiday spots. 

Early in the morning of an otherwise ordinary day, I awoke to the sound of popcorn popping 

outside the building. “Pop! Pop! Pop!” resonated in the bedroom from a distance of perhaps 

two blocks. Sizing it up in my altered consciousness after a good night’s sleep, I deduced that 

fireworks set off by neighbors, for God knows what reason, created the transient din. 

On an afternoon walk to my Gringo workshop alongside Rio Yanuncay, I witnessed bathers in 

the shallow rock strewn river. In the past, I have watched indigenous women wash clothes 

along the river bank, laying the clothes out to dry. ”This is something new,” I think, “and it sure 

looks like fun!” Up to a half dozen young people cavorted in the river and shouted excitably. 

Due to low water flow on account of lack of rain, the youthful celebrants seized the opportunity 

to engage in water sports. I attributed their youthful exuberance to events surrounding 

‘Carnaval.’ 

These and other recent occurrences bring to mind what ‘Carnaval’ means to Cuencanos. 

Walking home, I passed by a local ‘tienda.’ I watched in amazement as the teenager behind the 

screened in counter, screamed and raced out to the sidewalk with a bucket of water, where she 
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had spotted her ‘amiga’ approaching her store. Gleefully they engaged in the ‘Carnaval’ ritual of 

pouring water over the surprise victim.  

My wife and I enjoy shopping for both produce and household goods at Cuenca’s two block 

square shopping area, ‘Mercado Nueve de Octubre.’ At the glass doorway of the three level 

Mercado, I looked on as several youths both sprayed, and tossed containers of water to douse 

unsuspecting entrants to the vast marketplace. It was all in good fun, adding to the excitement 

of shoppers during ‘Carnaval.’ Some opportunistic outdoor vendors specialized in the sale of 

‘Carnaval’ string in aerosol spray cans, and large plastic water spray guns. Admittedly, we 

expats are usually excluded from the barrage, as the police recommend in warnings. 

Across the street from the Mercado, is our favorite hardware store, Comercial Mario’s. Our 

friend Mario is an English speaking Ecuadoriano, having lived in New York, for several years. 

Walking by the store, Belinda and I watched in amazement as he screamed and ran out of his 

shop with a bucket to greet his female friend with a dousing of white colored water. I assumed 

that it was washable, as they both engaged in laughter! 

On the internet, I read a story about the water worshipping ‘Carnaval’ vacationers in the ocean 

at Salinas, Ecuador. The photo which accompanied the story featured the crowded Pacific 

beach in front of high rise buildings, the likes of Fourth of July vacationers at the gambling 

mecca, Atlantic City, New Jersey. Perhaps Cuenca’s inland water sprayers feel that if you can’t 

be in the water, you throw the water! 

Another example of how ‘Carnaval’ changes the routine in Cuenca, is the mundane activity of a 

taxi ride home from El Centro. During an evening taxi ride, our driver crept slowly through 

sluggish traffic in El Centro. We were approaching the intersection of ‘party central’ for expats 

and Ecuadorians alike, on Calle Larga, before taking the bridge over Rio Tomebamba.  

As a former taxi driver in New York and Philadelphia, I pondered why the driver choose this 

curious course. “This is taking, like forever. Should I speak up and give directions to our driver, 

or tolerate his slow passage?” I pondered in the low rear seat. A pleasant day’s weather had 

brought clear skies, with beautiful dark blues overtaking the sky as the sun set, to the right, 

down a vacant side street. Rains will return, particularly in April and May. Now, however, 

weather permitted the gathering of party minded folks who blocked vehicle traffic up ahead.  

Another taxi ride with my wife in El Centro exemplified unexplainable decision making during 

‘Carnaval.’ We sat in traffic at the same party central nexus of Cuenca’s ancient Incan streets. 

We observed slow vehicular movement, while returning home around 11:00pm, from the main 

plaza, Parque Calderon. We had enjoyed a wonderful evening of music and drinks with a friend 

at a tavern filled with happy revelers enjoying swing music played by a French guitar and violin 

trio. I again had to refrain from commenting that the obvious cause of our delay, was the 

presence of partiers gathered in the streets.  
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Possibly, the driver could detour and avoid this obstacle, but he seemed content to sit this one 

out, and partake vicariously in the spontaneous celebration of ‘Carnaval.’ With my wife’s silent 

assent, I relented to partake in the merrymaking from the comfort and prime vantage of our 

rear seat. I reminded myself how we benefit from speaking Spanish with our taxi drivers, an 

added bonus for using a taxi driven by native speakers. 

Another incident contributed to my mean interpretation of all this strange behavior. On a side 

street adjacent to Cuenca’s Province of Azuay Courthouse, I hastened past a group of youths, 

primarily male high school aged mischief-makers. Females stood away from their brave cohorts, 

as an afternoon skirmish had resulted in a youth lying in the middle of the street. Vehicles 

slowly passed, as I rushed to my community theater play rehearsal.  

I walked quickly toward the center of the road, while observing the crowd of adults looking on 

from the opposite sidewalk. Curiously, none of the shouting and gesticulating occurred which I 

associated with physical activity amongst restless youths in California cities. From what I could 

discern, the confrontation had ended peaceably, with sharp glances and sides taken amongst 

friends in the crowd of about fifty sullen youths.  

Many places of business close while families vacation at the coast or at family enclaves in the 

countryside. Streets empty of vehicular traffic underscore the indication of a city in repose. 

After Monday’s rehearsal of our community theater melodrama, Shootout at Sadie’s Saloon, 

the cast and crew unanimously agreed not to meet on Tuesday, Mardi Gras day, due to the lack 

of taxis and public transportation!  

These ‘Carnaval’ events exhibited last year’s route through inanity which marked our initiation 

into Cuenca’s ‘Carnaval’ spirit.  We first experienced ‘Carnaval’ during an otherwise quiet visit 

by our California friend, Felicia. We returned to our new apartment with left over pizza and 

beer, from a pleasant midday meal at one of Cuenca’s few open restaurants, the pizzeria, Tutto 

Matto, run by former Floridians Dan and his Guayaquilena wife, Narcy.  

The exuberant neighborhood youths tossed water balloons our way from second floor 

windows. We had to run this gauntlet for a block, arousing my wife’s fury when she took the 

first hit of their missiles! “Look at how soaked I am!” she exclaimed while moving to the middle 

of the street. 

We celebrated her March 2nd birthday on Sunday, prior to the start of Lent. Our Ecuadorian 

friends, Eddie and Isabel, formerly of Staten Island, New York City, had invited us to join them 

for dinner, along with several relatives visiting from Guayaquil at their rooftop apartment on 

Avenida Solano. At the conclusion of the meal, our gracious hosts honored her with a birthday 

cake decorated with her name in icing. ‘Carnaval’ took on a whole new dimension for us 

Gringos, appreciating this wonderful display of friendliness from new acquaintances. 

Toward the end of that Lenten period, magically, it resulted in a most happy and delicious 

celebration just before Easter. On Holy Thursday, Cuenca’s wonderful symphony orchestra 
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performed Mozart’s Requiem at the newly refurbished Todos Santos Church, built on the 

foundation of an Incan temple, visible through sections of plexiglas in the aisle. We crowded 

into the vast art filled sanctuary dating from the 1920’s, lucky to find seats on the altar steps, 

across from the Requiem’s four soloists who sat upon folding chairs. 

The orchestra repeated the program on Good Friday, this time at the richly decorated 

‘cathedral vieja,’Cuenca’s historic church museum, notable for the use of its steeple by the 

Geodesic Mission to Peru. From the years 1736 to 1739, it measured the roundness of the Earth 

and a length of a degree of latitude at the Equator. The decade long expedition measured arcs 

of the Earth’s curvature from the plains of Quito to Cuenca, the southern-most station of the 

French and Spanish scientists.  

Grateful to live in Cuenca, my wife and I shall look forward to similar wonders of entertainment 

as we approach Easter, eager to share in all its charms and peculiarities! 

 


